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Abstract
Dorothy Holmes. Gender Preferences in the Recreational Reading of Sixth Grade
Students. 2000. Dr. Holly G. Willett, thesis advisor, Program in School and Public
Librarianship.
This study compared what sixth graders like to read for pleasure by gender with
the collection of the Voorhees New Jersey Middle School media center. An interest
survey was given to 105 sixth-grade students. A sample of the Voorhees Middle School
library was done. A comparison of the two analyzed what is available in the library with
what the students like to read. The influence of the Harry Potter books on recreational
reading was also studied. This study showed that males and females have favorable
attitudes towards recreational reading and enjoy both fiction and nonfiction as well as a
variety of genres and topics. The Harry Potter series had a positive effect on how much
students like to read for pleasure. For the most part, the VMS library accommodates the
reading needs of the students.
Mini-Abstract
Dorothy Holmes. Gender Preferences in the Recreational Reading of Sixth Grade
Students. 2000. Dr. Holly Willett, thesis advisor. Program in School and Public
Librarianship.
This study compared what sixth graders read for pleasure by genre with the
Voorhees Middle School library collection. Males and females had a favorable attitude
towards recreational reading. They enjoyed fiction and nonfiction. The Harry Potter
series had influenced recreational reading positively .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
Reading and appreciating the value of reading for pleasure are practices that are
modeled often by females. However, males and females have very different preferences
in genre and topic they choose to read. Many studies have found that boys and girls
prefer different kinds of reading materials (Langerman; 1990: Ley, Schaers & Dismukes,
1994; McKenna, 1995; Simpson, 1996). Social scientists theorize that around the age of
eight, children begin to identify with the roles modeled by their own sex, which is
reflected in the types of reading material they choose. According to the theory, boys
choose informational books to fulfill their mastery of the external world, whereas girls
prefer fiction to understand the complexities of human nature (McKenna, 1995).
Over the years, curiosity has arisen in regard to the reading habits of students.
What societal and/or educational influences exist that seem to pique girls' interest in
reading more than boys'? What kind of materials are middle school boys and girls
reading? Finally, does the school library have enough resources to provide both boys and
girls with reading materials that interest them?
Statement of Problem
Voorhees Middle School has never done a student interest inventory pertaining to
reading preferences by gender. No evaluation of the library collection including fiction
and nonfiction has been conducted to see if the library is female oriented or whether it is
gender friendly. Doing so would determine if the VMS library is offering interesting
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materials to all the students, materials that generate excitement in reading through the
middle school years.
The main objectives of this study were to determine what sixth grade boys and
girls choose to read, if and how those preferences differ, and what interests they may have
in common. It was also intended to determine whether or not the Voorhees Middle
School library book collection is able to accommodate the preferences of the sixth grade
Voorhees Middle School students. This was an important descriptive study for the VMS
library and its patrons, as each will benefit from the collection analysis as it relates to
gender preferences. The study uncovered weaknesses in the collection and assessed the
need for new acquisitions. This will improve the overall collection, making it more
gender balanced. Specifically, the following question was answered: What is the
relationship between the collection of books in the Voorhees Middle School library and
the library's ability to accommodate the reading interests of sixth grade students
according to gender?
Theoretical Framework
Three theoretical points of view were utilized in this inquiry. The first paradigm
is that of Role Theory. Having determined the reading interests of both genders of the
sixth grade population, their behavioral roles in choosing reading material became more
evident.
The theory of Structural Functionalism manifested itself in the collection
assessment. The reading material was viewed as an organism, a part of the library
organization. Analyzing and addressing any weaknesses according to gender preferences
in the collection will contribute to the library's functioning as a whole.
Sociolinguists focus their research on the shared social practice of reading. The
differences in gender preferences make reading a social practice (Luke, 1994). As a
result of continuing research, feminist paradigms challenge the societal impact of reading
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because reading choices of males and females affect how each relate to the rest of society.
Luke (1994) points out that reading is a learned practice. Ways of doing things are tied
up with power, status, and position in text-based economies and societies. Females have
internalized reading habits that generally do not contribute to the success equated with
power, status, and position.
Literature Review
In regard to the question of gender preference, the literature presented several
recurring theories for reading materials. In his case study of children's attitudes toward
reading, McKenna (1995) notes that the girls in his study had more positive attitudes
toward both recreational and academic reading than boys in grades one through six. The
gap in recreational reading widened as they got older, while attitude toward academic
reading remained relatively constant. He concludes that attitudes of both boys and girls
are influenced by socio-cultural factors. Duggins (1989), in his study of sixth graders,
states that girls were twice as likely as boys to be interested in reading. He also finds no
statistical significance between reading attitude and ethnic or socio-economic status.
However, in their study of middle school students, grades six, seven, and eight, Ley,
Schaer, and Dismukes (1994) ascertain that attitudes of female students were not
significantly more positive than male students, nor did females report a higher rate of
voluntary reading than males.
In her study of reading practices of boys and girls, Simpson (1996) contends that
students who are surrounded by materials on topics that interest them will value reading
more. That is why it is important that the library meet the interests of both genders
completely. Simpson's study of boys and girls ages 10-12 revealed significant
differences in their reading practices. Girls read books about friends and family, and boys
preferred books about sports and horror. In Cherland's 1994 book Private Practices, girls
empathize with the characters and relate events to their feelings, reading narrative fiction
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almost exclusively. Boys mentioned genres such as fighting fantasy, horror, or sports.
They enjoyed reading material with action. Girls read little, if any, nonfiction, while boys
read a range of genres and topics.
In evaluating library collections, assessment is consistently viewed as an
important tool. Quantitative analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of a collection
should lead to purchases of materials to fill the gaps that may exist. Ephraim opines that
statistics are useful to support administrative decision making (1994). Johnson suggests
that the aim of evaluation is to learn if a library collection adequately supports the
organization's goals and missions (1992). When a library media specialist has
quantitative statistics as a result of an in-depth analysis, she has justification for the
expenditures needed for balancing the collection, in this case according to gender
preferences.
Subjects for Study
In the reading preference portion of this study, 105 sixth grade students in four
classes who attend Voorhees Middle School were the subjects. These students represent
a sample of the entire sixth grade, a population of 429. They come from diverse
socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds. Each of the four classes is heterogeneously
grouped and ranges in cognitive ability from mainstreamed special education students to
gifted and talented students. The researcher, who teaches these classes, personally
conducted the surveys during their reading classes, eliminating other teachers as an
intervening variable.
The second subject for the study was the Voorhees Middle School's library
collection, both in total and by topics and genre. A sample of the approximately 12,000
volume book collection was be taken. A printout of the title and subject heading fields of
the MARC records was used to determine the number of books according to topic and
genre. The print out was organized by fiction and non fiction. The non fiction was listed
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in order by call number. The fiction was arranged alphabetically by author. Every tenth
MARC record print out was sampled.
Measurement
The key variables measured in this study included reading interests, gender, and
grade level. Other variables were the genre or topics of interest. The variables in the
library collection evaluation were the total number of books in the collection and the
number of books according to genre or topic.
Data Collection
A self-administered questionnaire was used to survey the sixth graders' reading
preferences. The genre and topic choices on the survey were what prior research shows
are the most common preferences. Questionnaires developed by the leaders in this area
of research were studied. From them, a combination of the most appropriate questions
they have developed with questions that believed to be relevant were used to construct the
questionnaire. A second instrument was a worksheet to use in the library collection
evaluation. Again, the genre and topic selections evaluated corresponded with those
chosen for the survey. Every tenth book in the collection was sampled.
Analysis
The analysis attempted to determine several things. First, a descriptive analysis
showed what sixth grade Voorhees Middle School students said they are reading, what
interests males and females had in common, and the percentage of each genre and/or
topic they rated; and secondly, a general description of the overall library collection and
the portion of the collection that is congruent with the reading preferences. By comparing
the two sets of data, an explanatory analysis showed gaps that exist in the library
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collection. Therefore, a library collection should be created to accommodate the
preferences of male and female patrons.
Definition of Terms
There are several terms to be defined for this study.
Collection. A library collection is the information base contained within the
library media center including print and nonprint materials and the necessary equipment
to manage, produce, and use them (American Association of School Librarians (AASL),
[&] Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT), 1998).
Evaluation of collection. The evaluation of a collection relates what exists in the
collection to what is needed (AASL [&] AECT, 1988).
Gender. According to The American Heritage Dictionary (1991), gender is the
classification of sex into male and female.
MARC Records. An acronym for MAchine Readable Cataloging Records. A
computer can read and interpret a bibliographic record of information shown on a catalog
card (Eberhart, 1995).
Middle school. Middle school is a transitional institution between elementary and
high school generally including grades 6, 7, 8, ages 11-13 (Ornstein & Levine 1997).
Organization of Remainder of Study
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on gender preference and collection evaluation.
The historical context of previously done studies in regard to reading and gender
preference was assessed. Chapter 3 contains the methodology and the design of the study
used to gather data. This includes information on the population being studied, the
instrumentation, and how the data was collected and analyzed. Chapter 4 presents the
analysis of the data. Chapter 5 contains the summary, conclusion, and recommendations
for future studies of gender reading preferences.
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Chapter 2
The Literature Review
Introduction
The differences by which males and females interpret and react to the world
around them have probably been evident since the beginning of time. It is only logical
then, that even in the area of reading there are vast differences between the sexes
regarding attitudes toward reading and reading preferences. Traditionally, reading
research has been executed in terms of cognitive psychology and has been seen as
universally similar in both males and females (Cherland, 1994). Although men and
women choose different reading material and their interest levels are different, the
process of reading is the same for both sexes. More recent research builds on prior
research to analyze why interest and preference in reading is so apparently different in the
sexes. Anthropologists and sociolinguists now look at the influences of social factors
and how they impact the cognitive psychological aspects of reading (Cherland, 1994).
The question has evolved from what the differences are in reading preferences in male
and female to why those differences exist and what impact society has on those
differences.
History
Since the 19th century, numerous studies of children's reading interests have been
undertaken, the earliest having been published in Great Britain in 1888. The earliest
studies appeared in the United States in 1897. During the 1920s and 1930s efforts in this
field of study intensified, and by the 1940s there were as many as two hundred studies
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(Whitehead, 1977). Information from a few of what are considered the more important
studies follows.
Jordan (1921) surveyed 3,598 students to determine their preferences in reading.
He concluded that reading interests of boys and girls are very dissimilar. There was a
vast difference in preferences between the ages of 10 1/2 and 13 1/2. Boys at this age
were partial to fiction concerning war, scouting, sports, and strenuous activity. Girls were
interested in fiction which portrays home and/or school life. In regard to nonfiction
books, boys were very well rounded in their choices, including many types of how-to do
books. Girls showed very little interest in nonfiction books. What limited interest they
did show revolved around cooking, crocheting, and poetry.
In Terman and Lima's 1925 book Children's Reading, they reported on a survey
of children ages 6 to 16. They found that children in urban areas read more than those in
rural communities. They also found children with higher IQs read significantly more than
other children, and that almost twice as many girls as boys read books for pleasure. The
boys in their study preferred stories of adventure and mystery and the girls preferred
stories about home and school life.
In Lazar's 1937 study entitled Reading Interests, 4,300 children ages 10, 11, and
12 were questioned. They were classified into three groups, bright, average, and dull.
Some of the findings reported were that girls read more than boys, bright students read
significantly more than dull students, and intelligence was more closely related to the
number of books read than socio-economic status. A minor finding in this study was that
girls in the sample were interested in boys' books, but boys were not interested in girls'
books. However, specific gender preferences were not described.
Thomdike (1941) aimed to explore topics which interested children between the
ages of 8 and 16. His conclusion was that between these ages consistent patterns of
boy-interests and girl-interests existed among all ages and intelligence. Again, no
definition of gender preferences was given.
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In 1954 Connor of Australia studied the relationship between reading habits and
reading achievement. Connor's conclusion was that good readers are the ones who read
more and better quality material, and poor readers read less and poorer quality material.
In the 1970s, it was recognized that the prior findings in the area of interests in
reading and reading preferences are valuable information. For the first time in research,
the context of social and cultural life of children, the influence of family circumstances,
and school peer relationships emerged as important factors to be studied in regard to
children and their reading preferences (Whitehead, 1977).
Gender and Attitude
Attitude in reading is regarded as a learned predisposition or a system of feelings
related to reading, causing one to approach or avoid the reading situation (McKenna,
1995). Another description of attitude is that it is comprised of feelings, action readiness,
and beliefs, in addition to external motivators and the individual's emotional state
(Mathewson, 1994).
Studies of attitude in regard to gender, with the exception of one, reach the same
conclusion that girls are more interested in reading than boys. McKenna (1995) used the
Elementary Reading Attitude Survey to measure both recreational and academic reading
attitude. The conclusion was that girls have statistically significant more positive
attitudes toward recreational reading at all grade levels than boys, and the gap widens
with age. Girls attitudes toward academic reading were more positive than boys, but the
gap was not as significant and remains relatively constant. These interests did not appear
to be related to ability.
In her study including interest in reading Simpson (1996) studied 30 children, 13
girls and 17 boys ages 10-12 years old. During a four-week period, the students were
asked to record every time they read and completed a book and anything else that was
read. Over that time period, the 13 girls completed nearly twice as many titles as the
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boys. The overall data revealed significant differences between reading practices of girls
and boys in the class being studied.
Millard (1997) collected data from a study of 10 to 12 year-olds through
classroom observation and interviews. Four main categories describe the respondents'
interest in reading: occasional readers, who read only when necessary; light readers, who
read magazines and newspapers regularly; committed readers, who read frequently; and
heavy readers who read whenever they get an opportunity every day. Girls in the sample
make up the largest number of heavy readers and the smallest number of those who read
only when necessary. A large number of boys identify school as the place where they do
the majority of their reading. Of those surveyed, 22% of the girls and 46% of the boys
said they did very little reading.
Duggins (1989) administered an attitude scale to the students in sixth and seventh
grades. The variables included were grade, gender, ethnicity, reading achievement, and
socioeconomic status. The data indicated that sixth-grade females were twice as likely as
males to be interested in reading. There were no significant relationships between
reading ability, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status and attitudes toward reading.
In their study, Lay, Schaer, and Dismukes (1994) surveyed 200 middle school
students in the beginning of their sixth grade year, then again the same students when
they were in seventh, and eighth grades to investigate their interest in reading. Ethnic
background was also a variable. During the first month of each school year the students
completed the Teale-Lewis Reading Attitude Scales and the Reading Behavior Profile.
Unlike other researchers, they did not find that the reading attitudes of females were
significantly more positive than the male students. Nor were there any significant
differences in the rate of voluntary reading. Like other studies, ethnicity did not play a
role in attitudes in reading.
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Preferences in Reading
Choices in recreational reading material among males and females can be as
different as their genetic makeup. Virtually every study that measured preferences
indicated divergence of opinion favoring specific types of reading material, however, the
preferences varied. Segel (1986) states in her writing about gender and reading that one
of the most obvious ways gender influences our experiences as readers is when it
determines what books are available and are designated to us as appropriate to read.
Glenda Childress (1985), an elementary school librarian, observed the differences
in choices among gender and questioned at what age the gender preferences in reading
might begin. At first, she simply recorded the choices of kindergarten and first graders
and confirmed her hypothesis that boys choose nonfiction books and girls choose fiction
books. Her interest was piqued so she began to gather information over a longer period
of time. Her conclusion is that at age five and six, children have strong preferences for
different types of recreational literature. Boys prefer informational books and girls prefer
fiction. Boys show more flexibility in their selections than girls.
A study by Mary Watson (1985) of the differences in book choices for
recreational reading in second through fifth grade continues to support the conclusions
reached by Childress. She notes that although there are some similarities in their
selections, the differences are significant. Girls read books about families, romance, and
historical fiction. Boys read more books about animals and science than girls. Girls tend
to read more books by women authors and boys by men authors.
In her book Private Practices, Cherland (1994) writes about a study of sixth grade
girls from an affluent middle class community in Canada. Although her study focused on
girls' reading habits, observations are made and conclusions are drawn in regard to sixth
grade male and female preferences. The findings are that girls empathize with the
characters and relate events to their own feelings. They choose books with both male and
female characters. Girls read little, if any, nonfiction material. Boys choose from a wide
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range of genres and prefer fictional reading material filled with action such as fighting
fantasy and horror. They choose books about mostly male characters, and enjoyed a
variety of nonfiction topics.
In her study of 10-to 12-year-olds, Simpson (1996) reached this conclusion: Girls
read narrative fiction almost exclusively. They read little of other genres including
nonfiction. They empathize with characters and focus on feelings. Boys read a wider
number of genres over a broad range of topics. Boys choose many kinds of texts other
than traditional books, such as comic books, Choose-Your-Own-Adventure, newspapers,
and magazines.
In studying sixth and seventh graders through classroom observation and
interviews, Millard (1997) characterizes the differences between girls and boys reading
preferences. Girls choose genres of authentic realism. They view reading as domestic,
private, and individualistic. Boys choose genres that reflect their interests in computers,
sports, and other hobbies. They view reading as efferent, transactional, and very public.
Their interests are more in line with core subjects in secondary education.
Robert Lipsyte (1992), author of the young adult novels The Contender and One
Fat Summer, makes observations about the choices of reading materials in adolescents
ages 12 and up. In his article, "Listening for Footsteps: Books and Boys", he states that
girls tend to read books with female protagonists, books about families and problems, and
books about women. Boys read books about sports and informational and science books.
They select books with male protagonists.
Social and Political Impact of Gendered Reading
Moder research into reading is being done by anthropologists and
sociolinguistics who focus on shared social practices. More is being learned by
researchers who now see that each person participates in cultural norms that determine
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how they act as readers (Cherland, 1994). One of the most important ways that boys and
girls are introduced to socially acceptable behavior and practices is through written
language, which has profound social and political implications as they enter adulthood
(Simpson, 1996). By examining relevant influences, we can see reading not as a
cognitive process but as social and political practices (Luke, 1994).
While it may seem late, social scientists theorize that children start to develop
male and female social characteristics around the age of eight. They begin to identify
with role models of their own sex. Therefore, the diverse interests in reading are not
related to physical gender but to culturally determined behavior. Children align
themselves with the expectations of society at an early age and begin to live and
intellectualize in very different worlds (Childress, 1985).
Families play a crucial role in the development of reading preferences. Parents
not only provide their children with reading materials but often act as their first teacher.
When asked, students of both sexes consistently name their mother as the key influence
in helping them to read. Fathers are occasionally mentioned, but usually as part of the
home identifies different kinds of reading as appropriate or not to different members of
the family. In Millard's study of 10-to 12-year olds, the female members are seen as the
heaviest readers in their family (1997). Boys cite their mothers most frequently and girls
cite their mother second only to themselves. In Cherland's 1994 Oak Town study,
reading is a pleasure activity for the women studied. The study also indicates that reading
is something that girls can be proud of and is considered an appropriate feminine activity.
In Millard's study some fathers report that they are the main reader in the family
(1997). Generally speaking, however, the pattern is one of a set purpose and not a leisure
pursuit. Cherland also finds that men read for utilitarian purposes. Several fathers spoke
of 'how-to' books on subjects such as carpentry and electricity. None believed that men
read fiction. Some fathers read true life books about war and history. They do not regard
reading as an acceptable pastime for males (1994).
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Even outside of the family, society itself views reading as a feminine activity.
Girls are more likely to be portrayed as readers in illustrations in books. Girls are more
often given books as presents than boys. The image of the reader in society is passive, a
feminine attribute. Even paintings more often show females reading (Millard, 1994). The
majority of writers, editors, teachers and librarians for the young are female (Lipsyte,
1992).
Although reading is seen as a feminine pursuit, societal influences causing males
to prefer informational books give them an academic advantage in gaining knowledge and
power. The genres and topics which boys experience provide an appropriate educational
preparation, to which girls are not exposed. Boys' reading practices are more congruent
with gaining social power and financial success (Simpson, 1996). Allen Luke claims
that text, genres, and practices are not equal. Reading is a gendered practice that enables
and precludes differing kinds of identity and power (1994).
In the future, gender roles will overlap more than ever. To succeed as adults, girls
will need to engage in reading more nonfiction and other genres to develop a solid
background of general knowledge. Boys will need to understand human nature that
reading fiction will be able to provide for them.
Collection Evaluation
Every collection has a specific purpose(s) for the users it serves. As knowledge is
gained and purposes grow or change, periodic evaluation of the collection is necessary to
determine how well it serves its users (Locket, 1989).
Quantitative studies of library collections are necessary to analyze the strengths
and weaknesses of the collection. The ultimate goal should be to purchase materials to
fill the gaps that may exist in the collection (Ferguson, 1992). Ephraim suggests that
statistics are useful to support administrative decisions such as adding to the collection
(1994). Johnson states that the aim of evaluation is to learn if the library collection
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adequately supports the organization's goals and missions (1992). Quantitative statistics
as a result of an in-depth analysis result in justification of expenditures needed to balance
the collection and provide the users with what interests them.
Quantitative measures of collections sometimes do not prove completely
satisfactory. Subjective judgment on the part of the evaluator is necessary to determine if
the collection meets the goals. Qualitative analysis considers the strength and weaknesses
of the collections in more subjective ways and is dependent on personal opinion
(Johnson, 1992). Ephraim suggests that there are two fundamental questions when
evaluating a collection:
1. Are the materials available in sufficient quantity to provide
adequate library support?
2. Are the materials available of sufficient quality to provide
adequate library support? (1994, p. 283)
In order to evaluate the collection, a sampling technique using the shelflist and the
books in the collection should be used. Pertinent information should be recorded on a
worksheet (Ephraim, 1994, Ferguson, 1992). Paskoff and Perrault (1989) agree that there
are benefits of a shelflist sample to produce a concise collection analysis of different
aspects of the collection as well as trends and growth. Locket (1989) of the American
Library Association states that samples must be carefully defined and constructed in order
to obtain valid information. He (1989) offers the following steps in the planning of every
evaluation study:
1. Define the purposes of the study and the hypotheses to be tested.
2. Determine what data are to be gathered and the methodology to be followed.
3. Select the sample of the collection to be studied.
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4. Determine the method of collection and analysis in advance.
5. Decide how the results will be presented, used, and disseminated.
6. Document the development and implementation of the study to assist in
replicating it and providing supporting data.
7. Estimate costs.(1989, p. 4)
Theoretical Framework
Through most of the 20th century, reading choices by gender have most often
been applied to the concept of role theory. In this theory, status is defined as the position
we occupy in society, such as daughter, teacher, Democrat. Role is defined as the set of
expected behaviors (Babbie, 1998). Various influences have affected readers through the
decades. These influences are the direct result of what society expects male and female
readers to be. Mother's roles and expected behavior based on her status is that of teacher
and provider of reading material for children. Therefore, society views the act of reading
as feminine. Father's roles in reading for utilitarian purposes has contributed to the type
of materials boys most generally read. The result is that in the role of the reader, society
has determined that some expected behaviors are based on gender.
More recent research into gender practices, however, has shown how school and
community reading practices engender reading as a social practice (Luke, 1994). Because
of the feminist movement, the political effects of reading according to gender have been
identified and have drawn attention to the oppression of women. Researchers and
sociolinguists are attempting to close the gap and therefore making more equal the
power, status, and political ramifications of reading choices.
The library has a role in formulating gender preferences by virtue of the kind of
materials in the collection and what is being suggested that students read. The collection
itself, as part of the library, can be viewed as an organism that is part of the organization
as a whole. Analyzing and addressing any weaknesses according to gender preference
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and/or gender neutrality, will contribute to the library functioning as a whole. Thus the
print collection serves as one of the functions in regard to the library as a social system
(Willett, personal communication, October 19, 1999). This paradigm is viewed as
structural functionalism.
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Chapter 3
The Methodology
Introduction
Voorhees Middle School (VMS) has never conducted an interest inventory of any
of its students regarding their recreational reading preferences by gender. No evaluation
of the library collection, including fiction and nonfiction, has been conducted to see if the
library is gender friendly. This study was conducted to determine sixth graders' reading
interest and to see if the VMS library offers interesting materials to students of both
genders that generates excitement for recreational reading through the middle school
years.
The objectives of this study were to determine what sixth grade boys and girls
choose to read for pleasure, how those preferences vary, and what interests boys and girls
have in common. It determined if the Voorhees Middle School library book collection is
able to accommodate the interests of the sixth grade Voorhees Middle School students,
and uncovered possible weaknesses in the collection.
Methodology Selected
Data collection for this thesis was done using two research techniques. The first
method was a random sample of the Voorhees Middle School library print collection.
Secondly, a self-administered questionnaire was used to determine the reading
preferences of 6th grade male and female Voorhees Middle School students.
The purpose of a sample is to select a set of elements from the population so as to
be able to describe the entire population (Babbie, 1998). Because of the large number of
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books in the collection, a random sample was used to determine the percentage of each
type of books in the school library used in reading for pleasure The sampling frame for
this study was the Voorhees Middle School library MARC Records of fiction, nonfiction,
and biography books in the collection. The sample was done by using a table of random
numbers (Babbie, 1998).
According to Babbie, "survey research is probably the best method available to
the social scientist interested in collecting original data for describing a population too
large to observe directly" (1998, p. 256). A survey was used as a method of inquiry in this
study due to the large number of students to be questioned in regard to their reading
preferences, the number of questions to be answered, and the time involved in conducting
individual interviews. The survey was administered to a sample of 105 sixth grade
Voorhees Middle School boys and girls.
Design of the Study
This study was designed to conclude several things. Its objective was to compare
the genres and topics selected by VMS sixth grade students as what they prefer to read to
the amount of books of the same genres and topics found in the school library. It
ascertained whether or not the library is gender friendly. Finally, the study was designed
to prove if the Harry Potter series influenced students reading habits.
Sample and Population
A sample of 105 (four classes) sixth grade students who attend the Voorhees
Middle school were the subjects for this study. These students represent a sample of the
entire sixth grade, a population of 429. They come from diverse socio-economic and
ethnic backgrounds. The entire school population of 1,250 is made up of the following
ethnic groups: 77.1% white, 8.8% black, 1.3% Hispanic, and 12.8% Asian Pacific. Free
lunches are provided for 1.75% of the school population. Another .64% receive a
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reduced lunch. Voorhees Middle School is located in Camden County, New Jersey. The
median salary per household in 1994 was $76,394, $27,803 above the county median. Of
the adult population, 47% hold an associates degree or higher. More than half of those
with higher education have earned a college degree. Each of the four classes surveyed is
heterogeneously grouped and ranges in cognitive ability from mainstreamed special
education students through gifted and talented students. One of the main streamed
students has Down Syndrome.
The second subject for this study was the Voorhees Middle School library
collection of approximately 12,000 books, including paperbacks. Specifically the fiction,
nonfiction, and biography sections were sampled. The Random Numbers Table in
Babbie (1998) was used to determine that the sample would begin with the sixth book in
each section. A printout of the title and subject heading fields of the MARC Records was
used to determine which books would be sampled. Paskoff and Perrault (1990) used a
random sample of 5% to complete a study of the 785,000 titles at the Louisiana State
University. Based on that study and the number of books in the VMS collection, it was
determined that every tenth book, or 10%, in the three sections would be sampled and
classified into topics matching the choices on the reading interest survey given to the 105
sixth graders.
Instrumentation
Using the recommendations found in The Practice of Social Research (1998) by
Earl Babbie and Your Opinion, Please (1996) by James Cox, a self-administered survey
was constructed in order to obtain the reading interests of the Voorhees Middle School
sixth graders. The survey was read orally to the four reading classes participating in the
study. The individuals selected to be surveyed were informed that they did not have to
respond to all the questions in the survey and that the data gathered would be anonymous
and confidential.
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The reading interest survey was approved by Dr. Samuel Citron, Voorhees Middle
School principal, and by the assistant superintendent in charge of curriculum, Mr. Alex
Pollock. The researcher pretested the survey in a reading class with the same
characteristics as the classes being surveyed but taught by another teacher. The
researcher made revisions in the survey then administered it to the target reading classes.
The survey consisted of five sections and a total of two pages photocopied on both
sides. Section A contained four closed-ended questions asking the participants to check
their gender, whether or not they enjoyed reading for pleasure, and if they liked to read
fiction and/or nonfiction.
Sections B and C were constructed the same way, using closed-ended choices to
determine how the participant felt about various types of fiction and topics of nonfiction.
In measuring attitudes toward reading, Estes stated that the use of a "Likert" scale would
be best because of its ease of use and its generally high accuracy (1971). A Lickert matrix
of thirteen items and answers was used for both fiction and nonfiction. There was a
range of five choices for each item listed including "like a lot", "like", "so-so", "do not
like", and "really do not like". The items were not numbered so they would not seem
like an overwhelming number of questions for the participants to answer. Section B dealt
with fiction books and section C dealt with nonfiction books.
Section D contained an open-ended question regarding the last book the student
read for pleasure. The respondents were also asked if he/she could determine if it was
fiction or nonfiction. They were to tell what genre or topic it fell under, if they knew
what it was.
Because of the recent phenomenon of the Harry Potter series and the interest it
had generated, it was determined that these books might be an intervening variable in the
study. To determine whether they were, section E was constructed to be answered only
by those students who had read any of the Harry Potter series. Students were asked to
circle which books they had read. They were to check if they liked fantasy prior to
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reading these books and if they would continue to read fantasy books by other authors.
They were asked if they believed they read the same amount as before, if they read more,
or if they read less now as a result of having read the Harry Potter books. A copy of the
survey can be found in the Appendix.
In order to gather the data from the library collection analysis, a three-part
instrument was developed. Part one consisted of a chart to list the books being sampled,
the author of the book, the call number, and the genre or topic. Twenty-five books were
recorded on each sheet. Part two was constructed to tally the number of books for each
genre or topic There was a page for fiction and a page for nonfiction. The genres and
topics on each page were identical to the items listed in sections B and C of the reading
interest survey given to the students participating in the study. The purpose of the third
part of the collection analysis instrument used to was to record the results of the sample.
Copies of these instruments are in the Appendix.
Data Collection
The reading interest survey was given to the 105 participants on Monday,
February 28, 2000. The researcher read the directions and questions orally to each of the
four classes. Eight students were absent from school that day, so they did not participate
in the study. Immediately upon completing the surveys the students returned them to the
researcher. They were organized into groups of male and female for each class for
analysis.
The sample of the library was conducted over several weeks beginning January 24
through February 9, 2000. The information on the books being sampled was noted on the
chart devised for that purpose. The data from the sample was tallied by genre or topic
then recorded on the results sheet.
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Data Analysis Plan
After the surveys were conducted and collected, they were arranged separately by
class and by gender. Data were recorded on coding sheets, one sheet per student. Results
were then tallied. The collected data were analyzed to determine the percentage of boys
and girls who read for pleasure and the percentage of genres and topics preferred by
gender.
The data collected from the library collection sample were assessed to determine
the percentage of books available for each genre and topic.
A comparison of the two sets of data allowed the researcher to evaluate the library
collection's ability to accommodate the reading preferences of sixth graders by gender.
Summary
A survey was given to 105 sixth grade students to determine their reading
preferences. The VMS Library was sampled. The two sets of data were compared to see
if the library accommodates the students needs by gender. Results are presented in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
The Results
Survey Respondents
Surveys were given to 96 sixth graders at Voorhees Middle School on Monday,
March 6, 2000. Out of 105 students, eight were absent and one Down Syndrome child
was called out for a consultation. A total of 91.4% of the sample were surveyed. All 96
surveys were usable. The first question of the survey asked the students to identify their
sex. Males totaled 55 or 57% of the respondents, females totaled 44 or 43% of the
respondents.
Gender Preferences in Reading
Questions 2, 3, and 4 in Part A asked if the students liked to read for pleasure and
what their preferences were for fiction and nonfiction material. The results are presented
in Table 1 on page 25. Overwhelmingly, both males and females enjoy reading for
pleasure and both genders prefer reading fiction (92%) more than non fiction (65%).
Part B asked the students to rate how they felt about thirteen fictional genres. A
Lickert scale gave the students a range of five choices to order how they felt about each
genre. They were to check the column that best described how they felt about that genre.
The responses of the female students are presented in Table 2, page 25. When combining
the categories of "Like A lot" and "Like", results indicated that a majority of the females
ranked mystery (91%) first. Other popular choices were humor (88%), adventure (81%)
and suspense (81%). When added together, the categories of"Do Not Like" and "Really
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Do Not Like", science fiction (46%), sports (32%) and comic books (30%) were chosen
as their least favorite genres.
Table 1
Percentage of Sixth Grade Students Who Read for Pleasure and Their Preference for
Fiction and Nonfiction
Preferences Female Male Total
n=41 n=55 n=96
% % % % % % % % %
yes no na yes no na yes no na
Pleasure 95 2.5 2.5 80 18 2 86 12 2
Fiction 100 0 0 85 15 0 92 8 0
Non Fiction 70 30 0 58 42 0 63 37 0
Note. na=no answer.
Table 2
Female Fiction Genre Preferences
Type of Fiction Like Like So-So Do Not Really Do No
A Lot Like Not Like Answer
Myths/Legends 17% 17% 51% 10% 5% 0%
Fantasy 34 19 37 5 5 0
Realistic Fiction 22 44 29 2.5 0 2
Science Fiction 12 10 29 29 17 2
Historic Fiction 15 22 37 17 7 2
Romance 20 27 31 10 10 2
Adventure 54 27 17 20 0 0
Mystery 66 25 7 2 0 0
Suspense 66 15 8 0 0 0
Humor 54 34 1 0 0 2
Sports 12 29 27 20 12 0
Comic Books 12 29 31 10 20 0
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Males were given the same Lickert scale format of five choices to which they
were to respond. Their statistics regarding fictional genre are charted in Table 3. Using
favorable responses, boys rated humor (90%) most often as their favorite type of fiction,
followed by mystery (84%), and adventure (81%). Also a strong preference for males
was suspense (78%). Combining unfavorable responses indicates that their least favorite
genres were animal stories (50%), romance (48%), and historical fiction (47%).
Table 3
Male Fiction Genre Preferences
Type of Fiction Like Like So-So Do Not Really Do NA
A Lot Like Not Like
Myths/Legends 20% 25% 35% 16% 2% 2%
Fantasy 31 20 25 16 4 4
Realistic Fiction 24 36 23 13 2 2
Science Fiction 27 24 29 9 7 4
Historic Fiction 15 15 24 22 25 0
Romance 14 14 24 22 26 0
Adventure 52 29 9 5 4 0
Mystery 53 31 14 0 2 0
Suspense 58 20 16 2 2 0
Humor 64 26 5 0 5 0
Sports 35 24 18 13 19 0
Comic Books 24 13 26 18 16 3
Animal Stories 7 11 22 31 29 0
Table 4 on page 27 indicates the statistics regarding fictional genres when
showing responses of male and female students together. Combined, their most preferred
genre was humor (88%), followed by mystery (86%), then adventure (81%). The genres
liked least were animal stories (41%), historical fiction (38%), and comic books (32%).
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Table 4
Overall Percentage of Student Fiction Genre Preferences
Type of Fiction Like Like So-So Do Not Really Do NA
A Lot Like Not Like
Myths/Legends 19% 22% 41% 14% 3% 1%
Fantasy 32 20 30 12 16 2
Realistic Fiction 23 63 26 8 1 2
Science Fiction 21 39 29 18 11 3
Historic Fiction 15 33 29 19 18 1
Romance 14 21 24 16 22 3
Adventure 53 28 14 4 1 0
Mystery 58 28 12 1 1 0
Suspense 62 18 18 1 1 0
Humor 59 29 8 0 3 1
Sports 25 26 22 16 11 0
Comic Books 19 19 28 14 18 0
Animal Stories 16 16 27 23 18 0
Note: NA=No Answer
Part C of the survey was set up exactly like part B using the Lickert scale of five
choices. In Part C, however, the students responded to topics dealing with nonfiction
material. Again, there were thirteen topics they had to rate. The results in Table 5 on
page 28 show the preferences of female respondents. The outcome indicates that the
nonfiction topic with favorable responses ("Like" and "Like A lot") most preferred by
females was psychology (70%), followed by holidays (66%) and hobbies (54%). When
combining the unfavorable ("Do Not Like" and "Really Do Not Like"), the least favorite
topics chosen by females were cars/trucks (71%), drugs/alcohol (44%), and technology
(44%).
Table 6 on page 29 displays the results that males prefer when reading nonfiction
for pleasure. Combining favorable responses, males chose technology (66%) as their
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Table 5
Female Nonfictional Topic Preferences
Type of Non Like Like So-So Do Not Really Do NA
Fiction A Lot Like Not Like
Sports 12% 17% 43% 15% 17% 5%
History 17 27 29 22 5 0
Biography 15 12 51 10 10 2
Hobbies 17 37 27 10 7 2
Science/Math 15 12 25 29 17 2
Poetry 39 22 22 5 12 0
Animals 37 30 29 5 7 0
Cars/Trucks 2 5 17 25 46 5
Technology 5 7 39 27 17 5
Drugs/Alcohol 7 17 39 20 17 0
Careers 15 10 42 19 7 7
Holidays 24 42 17 10 10 7
Cultures/Heritage 29 17 19 15 10 10
Psychology 46 24 17 3 3 7
favorite topic to read. Sports (65%) was the topic chosen second most often as their
favorite, and hobbies (44%) was chosen third. Looking at unfavorable responses, their
least favorite topics chosen were holidays (48%), animals (42%), and poetry (40%).
Table 7 on page 30 shows how male and female students together rate nonfiction
topics. When combining the favorable responses of "Really Like" and "Like",
psychology (50%) was the most preferred nonfiction genre. Following that, hobbies
(49%) and holidays (48%) were selected. Unfavorable responses indicated that the topic
of cars and trucks (49%) ranked the least favorable, followed by drugs and alchohol
(38%), science and math (35%), and history (34%).
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Table 6
Male Nonfiction Topic Preferences
Type of Non Like Like So-So Do Not Really Do NA
Fiction A Lot Like Not Like
Sports 31% 34% 20% 2% 13% 0%
History 14.5 20 24 14.5 25 2
Biography 11 24 24 20 18 3
Hobbies 18 26 38 7 9 2
Science/Math 16 20 33 13 15 3
Poetry 14 20 24 11 29 3
Animals 13 16 26 26 16 3
Cars/Trucks 15 27 22 13 20 3
Technology 33 33 22 3 7 2
Drugs/Alcohol 11 20 27 22 16 4
Careers 11 15 29 9 29 7.3
Holidays 9 24 24 22 18 3
Cultures/Heritage 11 16 33 15 20 5
Psychology 15 20 27 16 18 4
Previous Reading Interests
Part D of the questionnaire consisted of three questions. Question number one
was open ended and asked the students to list the last book they read if they were able to
remember it. All 96 of the students were able to identify a book. A list of the books
mentioned by the students is found in th Appendix. The second question asked if the
book was fiction or nonfiction. Seventy-six percent of both male and female students
identified that their most recent book was fiction. Twenty percent of both genders chose
nonfiction. There is a correlation between what they said they like to read and what they
last read. The results of these questions are presented in Table 8 on page 30.
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Table 7
Student Nonfiction Topic Preferences
Type of Non Like Like So-So Do Not Really Do NA
Fiction A Lot Like Not Like
Sports 23% 27% 26% 7% 15% 2%
History 16 23 26 17 17 1
Biography 13 19 35 15 15 3
Hobbies 18 31 33 8 8 2
Science/Math 16 17 29 20 15 3
Poetry 25 21 23 8 22 1
Animals 23 19 27 16 13 2
Cars/Trucks 9 18 20 18 31 4
Technology 21 22 29 14 11 3
Drugs/Alcohol 9 19 32 21 17 2
Careers 13 13 34 13 20 7
Holidays 16 32 21 16 26 5
Cultures/Heritage 19 17 27 14 16 7
Psychology 28 22 23 10 22 5
Table 8
Last Book Read for Pleasure by Gender (n=96)
Gender Fiction Non Fiction NA
% % % %
Female 76 20 4
Male 76 20 4
Total 76 20 4
The third question in Part D asked students to name the genre or topic of the last
book they read for pleasure. Of the students who responded, 67 were able to answer this
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question. Their responses are displayed in Table 9 on page 31 by gender and genre or
topic.
Table 9
Last Book Read for Pleasure by Genre or Topic
Genre or Topic Female Male Total
n=41 n=55 n=96 %
Fiction
Fantasy 9 9 18 19
Realistic Fiction 9 10 19 20
Science Fiction 0 2 2 2
Historic Fiction 4 4 8 8
Romance 1 0 1 1
Adventure 2 3 5 5
Mystery 1 5 7 7
Suspense 0 3 3 3
Humor 2 0 2 2
Sports 0 2 2 2
Comic Books 0 1 1 1
Nonfiction
Sports 0 1 1 1
Biography 1 0 1 1
Culture/Heritage 1 0 1 1
Psychology 4 1 5 5
The Effects of the Harry Potter Series
The final section of the survey, Part E, was only for those students who had read
any of the Harry Potter series. In Question 1, the students were asked to circle which of
the three currently published Harry Potter books they have read. Their responses are
displayed in Table 10 on page 32.
Question 2 asked whether or not they enjoyed reading these books. Of the 43
students who responded, 17 females enjoyed the book(s) they read and one did not; all 26
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males enjoyed them. On Question three students, were asked whether or not they read
fantasy before reading the Harry Potter series. Sixteen of the female respondents read
fantasy before and two did not. Of the male respondents, 14 read fantasy before, 11 did
Table 10
Number of Students Who Had Read the Harry Potter Series by Gender
Title Female Male Total
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone 18 26 43
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets 11 21 32
Harry Potter and the Prisoner ofAzkaban 10 15 25
not, and one did not answer. Question 4 asked if students would read fantasy again.
Seventeen of the females answered they would read fantasy again. Eighteen males also
said they would read fantasy again, six said they would not, and two did not respond. The
last question asked the students if having read the Harry Potter books motivates them to
read for pleasure more now. A total of 15 students read more now (16% of the entire
sample and 42% of the students who had read the series). Ten males determined that they
read more and 18 read the same amount. Five females read more now. Thirteen females
read the same amount as before. An unexpected finding of the study was that all of
students who read the second book had read the first book. All of the students who read
the third book had also read books one and two.
The Library Sample
The library sample was done to determine if the reading needs of the sixth graders
are being met in the school library. The sample included fiction (paperback and hard
cover), nonfiction, and biography. Ten percent, or every tenth book was sampled to
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determine genre or topic. Table 11 on page 33 shows what percentage each fictional
genre represents of the sample. Table 12 on page 34 displays the results of the fiction
survey along with the comparison of what the sample of sixth grade students selected as a
favorable genre. These results combine all favorable responses ("Like A lot" and
"Like").
Table 11
Number and Percentage of Each Fiction Genre
in the Sample
Genre # of Books % of Books
in Sample in Sample
Myths/Legends 13 3
Fantasy 35 9
Realistic Fiction 114 29
Science Fiction 23 6
Historical Fiction 37 10
Romance 12 3
Adventure 25 6
Mystery 57 15
Suspense 22 6
Humor 27 7
Sports 12 3
Comic books 2 1
Animal Stories 7 2
Table 13 on page 35 shows what percentage each nonfiction topic represents of
the sample. Table 14 on page 36 lists the number of all the nonfiction books in the sample
by topic. It also compares the number of books in each topic with the students who like
to read each topic.
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Table 12
Number of Books per Student by Fiction Genre Preference
Genre # of # of Total # # of # of Books/
Females males of Students Books in Interested
Sample Student
Myths/Legends 14 25 39 13 .3
Fantasy 22 28 50 35 .7
Realistic Fiction 27 33 60 114 1.9
Science Fiction 9 28 37 23 .6
Historic Fiction 15 16 31 37 1.2
Romance 19 14 33 12 .4
Adventure 33 45 78 25 .3
Mystery 37 46 83 57 .7
Suspense 33 43 76 22 .3
Humor 36 49 85 27 .3
Sports 17 32 49 12 .2
Comic Books 16 20 36 2 .05
Animal Stories 20 10 30 7 .2
Conclusion
There are some differences in gender preferences in reading for pleasure for sixth
grade Voorhees Middle School students, although not to the degree discussed in prior
research. These differences and plausible reasons for them will be explored further in
Chapter 5. Recommendations based on the library collection sample and sixth grade
reading preferences will also be discussed.
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Table 13
Number and Percentage of Each Nonfiction Topic
in the Sample
Topic # of Books % of Books
in Sample in Sample
Sports 12 2
History 151 30
Biography 85 17
Hobbies 10 2
Science/Math 163 32
Poetry 18 4
Animals 17 3
Cars/Trucks 10 2
Technology 6 1
Drugs/Alcohol 5 1
Careers 7 1
Holidays 6 1
Culture/Heritage 6 1
Psychology 16 3
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Table 14
Number of Books per Student by Topic Preference
Topic # of # of Total # # of # of Books/
Females males of Students Books in Interested
Sample Students
Sports 12 36 46 12 .3
History 18 19 37 151 4.1
Biography 11 9 20 85 4.3
Hobbies 22 24 46 10 .2
Science/Math. 11 20 31 163 5.3
Poetry 25 19 44 18 .4
Animals 24 16 40 17 .4
Cars/Trucks 1 23 26 10 .4
Technology 5 36 41 6 .2
Drugs/Alcohol 3 17 21 5 .2
Careers 10 14 24 7 .3
Holidays 27 18 75 6 .1
Culture/Heritage 19 15 34 6 .2
Psychology 29 19 48 16 .3
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Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations
Summary
Historically, as late as the 1990s, research has shown that middle school males
and females have distinct preferences when choosing materials they read for pleasure.
Males generally prefer a variety of nonfiction topics that serve a set utilitarian purpose.
When they select fiction, it is usually from a variety of genres. Their choices actually
prepare them to compete more rigorously academically and in the work force because
they are well versed on a variety of subjects. Studies have indicated that females
generally pick fiction books to read, and more often realistic fiction is their preference.
They have little interest in nonfiction. Although females tend to read more often for
pleasure, their selections are narrower in scope than males, giving them a disadvantage
both academically and in the work force because their knowledge base is not as
comprehensive as their male colleagues'.
The purpose of this study was to determine what Voorhees Middle School sixth
graders read for pleasure. It compared what they like to read by gender to see how they
differ and how they are alike. Along with gender preferences, the influence of the Harry
Potter series on reading for pleasure was investigated A sample of the VMS library was
also conducted to see how many books are available for circulation by genre and topic.
The results of the sample were compared to the results of the gender study to determine if
the library is meeting the needs of the students by gender and as a whole.
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Conclusions: Gender Preferences
The results of this study vary greatly from previous studies. The majority of
Voorhees Middle School, males and females, enjoy reading for pleasure. There is a 15%
difference between males and females in their attitude in reading for pleasure, the females
reading more. These results, however, the findings are different than prior studies.
Previous studies reported a much wider gap in interest between males and females who
read for pleasure.
Another interesting aspect of this study was the percentage of males and females
who have favorable attitudes toward reading fiction, as well as the type of fiction they
prefer. Again, there was a 15% difference between the males and females with the
females being the higher number of students who read fiction. Like their attitude toward
reading in general, there is a vast difference between males in prior research and the
males surveyed in this study. In earlier research, males more often than not did not like
reading fiction. If they did, they preferred sports, adventure, fantasy, and science fiction.
In this study, 85% of the males read fiction. Although the genres mentioned scored high,
so did realistic fiction, mystery, and humor. Every genre showed some boys interested in
it, including romance.
There were meaningful findings in regard to genres females respondents preferred.
It is not surprising that girls like to read fiction, but their choice of fiction is distinct.
Prior studies suggested that females only like realistic fiction, romance, and historical
fiction. There was a strong preference for these genres. However, in this study girls gave
an overwhelmingly positive response to fantasy, adventure, mystery, suspense, humor,
and sports, with 53% of the females responding favorably to fantasy, 81% to adventure,
91% to mystery, 81% to suspense, 88% to humor, and 41% to sports.
There are several factors that may contribute to these differences. One is the
environment in which the students live. Many of their parents have college degrees, and
a number have advanced degrees. Their regard for higher education and how that may
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influence their appreciation for reading as a relevant past time is evident in their children.
The socio-economic make up of the community is higher than the average community in
the county. As a result, more money can be spent on reading materials. They have an
opportunity to spend money on reading materials and take part in special reading
programs because of the large number of book stores available in this and nearby
communities. The main branch of the Camden County Library is in Voorhees. This
provides all students, even those who cannot afford to spend money at book stores, access
to good books and programs that promote reading.
The school library itself may also be a factor. The environment is inviting and
nonthreatening and there is a large selection of books to choose from. The school's
library media specialist encourages reading on all levels and encourages reading teachers
to regularly bring their classes to the library to select reading material and spend the
period reading for pleasure. A final factor that may influence these students to read more
frequently is the nature of the reading program offered in the district. The middle school
uses a "novel" approach to teach reading, using novels to teach vocabulary and
comprehension skills rather than a basal reader. This approach is also used in the fifth
grade combined with a basal reader. It allows students to be introduced to good literature
as well as a variety of genres. Students who may never have read good literature before
are being exposed to it, and the result is that they seek out other good books to read.
Teachers have seen the number of students read for pleasure increase since the onset of
this approach to teaching.
The findings most different than previous studies are in the area of nonfiction.
Boys have always preferred nonfiction to fiction because it allowed them to read for a set
purpose. Girls did not like nonfiction. In this study males and females both liked
nonfiction, with 12% more of the girls liking it than boys.
The nonfiction topics that males and females preferred differed. In all topics there
was some interest by both genders. Previous studies showed boys liked all types of
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nonfiction, but were particularly partial to history, sports, and reading material dealing
with cars and trucks. This is still true, however, boys in this study also liked books about
technology. Females preferred topics dealing with history, poetry, holidays, animals,
culture/heritage, and psychology. An intervening variable in this study was that the
teacher encouraged all types of reading, including nonfiction, when class time was used
for pleasure reading. This factor may have influenced their preference in certain reading
material.
With technology becoming such an important part of every day life, it is no
surprise that males are interested in this topic. Possible explanations vary as to why
females in the study like nonfiction. The interest survey was based on the materials found
in the sample of the library. The Voorhees Middle School library offers a variety of
topics that interest girls. It was not a surprise that books on animals and poetry are of
interest to girls as, historically, they always were. The diverse cultural and ethnic make
up of the community provides opportunities for students to learn about other cultures and
share pride in their own. The result of that may be more interest in books on other
cultures and holidays, as well as their own. The most popular topic of nonfiction for
females was psychology. The interest survey listed an example of this topic as The
Chicken Soup books. These and books like them are currently very popular among
students, especially females. Listing the example influenced decisions in regard to this
topic.
Harry Potter has been influential in getting students to read. Students reported
that the series has motivated students to read more and more students to enjoy the genre
of fantasy. Besides the quality of the series, marketing strategies and publicity, other
conditions may have played a part in the interest of the students in the series. During the
fall book fair many students took advantage of the opportunity to purchase any volume of
the series. Several copies were being circulated by the library, and a waiting list was
available to insure a student would eventually get a copy. The teacher of the students
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surveyed also read the books and often discussed with several students what was
happening in the book and what they thought about it.
Conclusion: The Sample
The VMS collection is large enough so that if every student at VMS went into the
library to check out books, each student would be able to check out four fiction books and
five nonfiction books, so there are more than adequate numbers of books in the library.
In the fiction collection, many genres have a sufficient number of books per students.
There are some genres, however that need to be increased to meet the reading needs of
the students
For the most part, the nonfiction section of the library correlates with the
curriculum and the needs of the teachers and students who use the library for research.
Their needs are met in regard to materials needed for various projects and reports. In
regard to recreational reading interests, most topics are in good supply. There are a few
topics that students are interested in that need additional books.
Recommendations for the Collection
The following recommendations are made for the Voorhees Middle School
library to adequately meet the needs of its readers. When considering acquisitions for the
upcoming school year, special attention should be paid to the fiction genres of adventure,
suspense, and humor as a large percentage of students like them. In the genre of
adventure, it would be helpful to find good books with female protagonists because such
a large percentage of girls like adventure, a finding which has changed from past
thinking.
In the nonfiction collection the following recommendations are suggested. To
make this part of the library more gender friendly, books on animals, poetry, holidays,
and culture/heritage should be considered so that the books both males and females are
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interested in would be balanced. With the increased interest in technology and the
constant advancements on this front, more books should be made available for the large
number of students interested in reading about this topic. One other suggestion for the
area of nonfiction would be to increase the number of books that deal with psychology.
Books such as the Chicken Soup series have increased the awareness of students to feel
good about themselves and how to help reassure others in times of difficulties.
Recommendations for Teachers
Middle school reading teachers should continue to accommodate and increase the
number of students who read for pleasure. Teachers should be made aware of the genres
students like to read and plan the novels they will read with their students to
accommodate their various interests. This researcher has altered the course of the reading
program for the remainder of the year, selecting books from the reading list that the
students who were surveyed are interested in.
Recommendations for Further Research
There are several possibilities for future studies based on this one. One
suggestion would be to follow the same group of students through their middle school
years to keep a record of the reading material they are interested in and determine if their
interests change greatly over the course of their middle school experience. A study of this
nature would give a well-rounded picture as to what all Voorhees Middle School
students are interested in reading.
Another possible study could involve the reading teachers from all four
elementary school and the middle school. The purpose would be to see what genres they
are reading at each grade level and how those experiences may bear on what
middle school students like to read. Gaps in genres and topics that are missing could be
addressed so that students have exposure to all types of fiction and nonfiction. A study of
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this nature could also quell any misconceptions teachers may have in regard to gender
preferences in reading.
To determine if changing gender attitudes toward recreational reading is reflected
in other groups of students, larger studies could be done. These studies might include
several possibilities. Other grade levels within the district could be targeted to see if
changes in gender preferences have occurred. Schools within district factor groupings
comparable to Voorhees could be considered as subjects to investigate if similar changes
have occurred in schools with similar characteristics. Likewise, researching schools with
different socio-economic backgrounds would offer an even broader view on whether or
not changing attitudes toward gender preferences are occurring.
Summary
In summary, this investigation offers a view of attitude toward recreational
reading of sixth graders. Research has indicated that gender roles in reading experiences
will need to overlap in order for both genders to succeed in the future (Childress, 1985).
This study shows that the students surveyed have made great strides toward that goal
because of their environment, reading program, and school library materials and services
available.
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READING INTEREST SURVEY
A. Place an x next to your answer.
1. Are you female or male?
2. Do you like to read for pleasure? yes no
3. Do you like to read fiction ( not true)? yes no
4. Do you like to read non fiction (true)? _ yes —no
B. Check the column that best describes how you feel about
each type of fiction.
TYPE OF FICTION LIKE LIKE SO-SO DO NOT REALLY DO
A LOT LIKE NOT LIKE
Myths/Legends
Fantasy
Realistic Fiction
Science Fiction ____ 
Historic Fiction
Romance
Adventure
Mystery _ —
Suspense
Humor
Sports
Comic Books ____- 
Animals Stories
C. Check the column that best describes how you feel about each type
of nonfiction.
TYPE OF LIKE LIKE SO-SO DO NOT REALLY DO
NON FICTION A LOT LIKE NOT LIKE
Sports 
History
Biography
Hobbies
Science/Math
Poetry
Animals
Cars, Trucks, etc.
Technology
Drugs/Alcohol
(effects of)
Careers
Holidays
Cultures/Heritage
Psychology
(ex. Chicken Soup)
D. Answer the following questions on the lines provided.
1. Name the last book you read for pleasure.
2. Was the book fiction or nonfiction?
3. If you can, choose the type of book it was.
E. Answer the following questions ONLY if you have read any of the
Harry Potter books.
1. Which book(s) have you read? (circle the number(s) of the books you
have read)
Book 1 Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
Book 2 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
Book 3 Harry Potter and the Prisoner ofAzkaban
2. Did you like the book(s)? yes no
3. Did you like fantasy books before you read Harry Potter?
yes _ no
4. Would you read fantasy books other than Harry Potter now?
yes _no
5. Since you have read the Harry Potter books, how have they affected how
much you read for pleasure now?
I read more now I read the same as before
I read less now
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Books Read for Pleasure
# of Times Title Fiction Non Genre/Topic
Selected Fiction
The Lost City X Mystery
______Star Wars X Science Fiction
Flyers Hockey X Sports
Guinness Book of World Records X Reference
Rocket Boys X Realistic Fiction
Goosebumps X Mystery
x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban X Fantasy
x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x Let the Circle be Unbroken X Historical Fiction
x,x Devil's Arithmetic X Historical Fiction
Net Force Explorers X Suspense
x,x Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets X Fantasy
Teacher's Pet X Humor
Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul II X Psychology
x,x,x,x Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone X Fantasy
Marilyn Monroe X Biography
Holes X Realistic Fiction
Black Beauty X Animal Stories
Midnight Magic X Myste
x,x Chicken Soup X Psychology
Magic Attic Club X Fantasy
Bluebeard Room (Nancy Drew) X Mystery
Izzy Willy-Nilly X Realistic Fiction
_Life at Sixteen X Realistic Fiction
The Harvest (Buffy the Vampire Slayer) X Realistic Fiction
Live from the 5th Grade X Realistic Fiction
Outsiders X Realistic Fiction
Chicken Soup for the Children's Soul X Psychology
Road to Memphis X Realistic Fiction
True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle X Mystery
What do Fish have to do with Anything? X Psychology
The Wind in the Door X Fantasy
Windcatcher X Adventure
The Trolley to Yesterday X Historical Fiction
Journey to Cubeville X Comic Books
Legend of Luke X Fantasy
Chinese Cinderella X Cultures/Heritage
Aliens Don't Wear Braces X Humor
,x,x Harry Potter X Fantasy/Adventure
,x,x,x Number the Stars X Historical Fiction
Lilly's Crossing X Historical Fiction
Next to You X Romance
The Phantom Fighter X Mystery
The Great Hunt X Fantasy
xx Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry X Historical Fiction
Star Wars X Adventure
Hatchet X Adventure
nimorphs X Adventure
Hockey Machine X Sports
# of Times Title Fiction Non Genre/Topic
Selected _Fiction
Rasco and the Rats of NIMH X Fantasy
The Well - David's Story X Realistic Fiction
The Witch of Blackbird Pond X Historical Fiction
Ho--- and Me X Sports
Babe Ruth's Life Story X Biography
The Stalker X Suspense
Chicken Soup for the College Soul X Psychology
Marlfox X Fantasy
Oliver Twist X Realistic Fiction
S.O.R. Losers X Realistic Fiction
The Life of the Game X Careers (Sports)
The Kid Who Ran for President X Realistic Fiction
Bridge to Terabithia X Realistic Fiction
x,x Chicken Soup for the Teenager's Soul X Psychology
Eight Spells a Week (Sabrina the teenage witc X Fantasy
_____Woman in the Wall X Realistic Fiction
l___________ Little Town on the Prairie X Historical Fiction
